By Lynne Man

and expand forests throughout Massachusetts to maximize
carbon accumulation, promote biodiversity and optimize
group is to create a shared understanding of the critical role
that forests and trees play in mitigating climate change,
promoting biodiversity and addressing environmental

William Moomaw, Professor Emeritus of International

Moomaw is an internationally recognized researcher and
on increasing carbon dioxide removal and accumulation
by forests, wetlands and soils compliments emission
reductions from land use changes and forest harvesting, and

on Climate Change (IPCC) Reports and has authored dozens
Below are excerpts of this interview, which have been
highlighting the imperative with which forest protection
needs to be included as an integral part of climate change

LM:
wetland and other land degradation contribute to heat
trapping gases above and beyond those of fossil fuels?

including support for legislation (state and federal) on
various aspects of forest preservation and carbon capture

WM:

which bills will have been heard in committee and voted on

carbon has been harvested from trees in the three western
states, Oregon, Washington and California, from 1900

supports, please visit MASC Legislative Priorities.

that carbon today? Indeed some of it is in long-lived wood

Lynne Man (LM), Moderator:
you explain the importance of forests in carbon capture in

William Moomaw (WM): Reducing emissions is
important as a means to an end, but the goal is to stabilize

We need to accumulate more carbon in our natural systems,

transfer atmospheric CO2 to some place else like forests
replant it, in 50 years, if all goes well, I will have the same
year there is 31% less carbon in the atmosphere than we
year-old tree is allowed to keep growing for 50 more years, it
carbon out of the atmosphere and storing it in wood and
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LM:
carbon accumulation by forest soils and other ecosystems?

it down and making soil carbon, and other bacteria are

our attention from counting and increasing the impact of
natural systems on atmospheric CO2 and biodiversity?

you stop dropping more carbon into soils by cutting down
the forests, the rate that carbon dioxide leaves that soil

WM: Sustainable forestry means you do not cut more
still removing as much as they harvest every year, the
increase carbon removal rates over emissions rates so that
forests remove more than what humans release through

then lose two ways - from soil respiration and from the loss

LM: Please describe proforestation, and how is this
does this have on biodiversity?

WM: Reforestation means to replant a forest that has been
a forest is not now growing, and has not grown for a long

people in 2080 will love it that we planted trees today, if our

Currently, many secondary forests are at a prime age to
start adding massive amounts of carbon to the trees and
So in 2019 some colleagues and I introduced the term

Surveys show that more than half of private landowners

Proforestation is growing a forest to meet its ecological

ecological potential refers to the conditions under which
the forest grows: the soil, the precipitation, the climate, the

need to account: 1) emissions reductions and 2) removals

LM: Please explain the current system of fossil and forest
introduced and implemented to transition us to zero carbon
renewables?

WM:
lobbied by industry, are replacing coal with wood and

important part of biodiversity in a forest is what is in the

LM: What is meant by forest bio-energy and bio-energy
with carbon capture and storage?
WM:
our way to a clean climate because wood burning can replace

burning wood — forest bio-energy — is carbon neutral is
make electricity because it is more expensive than anything

must count forest bioenergy as carbon neutral if it comes

When wood is burned, the carbon dioxide goes into the

forests half the carbon per acre is in the soils from all the

Makers of wood pellets are shipping them to Europe and
destroying one of the most biodiverse hotspots in North
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in Massachusetts, as well as our subsidies to bioenergy
contributed to the loss of one billion forest dependent birds
these subsidies to out-of-state bioenergy plants because
Bioenergy with carbon capture and storage or BECCS requires
burning trees, capturing the carbon dioxide and storing it
carbon dioxide this way to keep global temperatures from

communities — some combination of poor people and

the technology to do this at scale does not yet exist, and the

solutions instead of protecting the natural systems that are

enormous amount of energy to capture the carbon dioxide,

LM:
energy generation and keeping forests intact throughout

LM: Are these viable options for clean energy?
WM: I do not believe BECCS is economically viable or
billion dollars have been included in the infrastructure bill

WM:
energy from burning wood, that protecting trees is clearly a
panels means an on-going loss of carbon accumulation by
that leave forests standing, so we can have zero carbon
electricity plus additional atmospheric carbon removal by

LM:
to shrinking forests and other natural environments?

A Clark University study pointed out that half of land
conversions in Massachusetts have been for solar panels
-- not for urban development, not for agriculture, not

WM:

harvesting and the associated emissions and increasing
carbon dioxide removals by natural systems by letting more
forests continue to grow is the combination that is really

that if one were to reduce harvesting by half and allow the
remaining trees to continue growing, 10 times as much
carbon would be accumulated from the atmosphere by 2100

have fabulous connectivity in corridors going from Western
Massachusetts and Western Connecticut going all the way

the power of proforestation or letting trees grow while still

way we would be more successful in reducing climate
and cheaper to set some areas aside that can do the carbon
been demonstrated: trees have been around for 300 million

LM:
can support that will help protect Massachusetts forests?
Also is there federal legislation that we should be paying
attention to?

WM:

appreciate is that deforestation does not count emissions
that are coming from soils which is often equal to what
actual area cut for solar panels, which is, on average, 3-4
times more than the area of the panels themselves to
that goes out with the transmission lines requires even
Also, when trees get to be really big, they store an enormous
big because we cut them to install solar panels, they will
never achieve the long term accumulation of carbon that
would occur in a forests of big trees and lots of soil carbon if

would remove commercial harvesting from state forest

LM:
aside 30% of the land and 30% of the oceans for protection
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much for sharing with us, Professor Moomaw!
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